Pursuing a Just and Renewable Energy System

A Positive & Progressive Permitting Vision to Unlock Resilient Renewable Energy and Empower Impacted Communities
Introduction

It is indisputable that the climate emergency requires the United States to rapidly transform its majority fossil energy system to 100% clean and renewable energy.

The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s recent sixth synthesis report makes absolutely clear that an unprecedented bold transition to renewable energy with an equally aggressive effort to halt new fossil fuel development and phase out existing fossil fuel usage is absolutely vital to avoiding the most catastrophic consequences of climate change (1).

This necessary transformation presents a tremendous opportunity to pursue a far more just path forward—one that ends the status quo entrenchment of the fossil fuel industry; empowers federal agencies to use their authorities to accelerate the transitions to a justly sourced, justly implemented, resilient, and equitable power system; actualizes the principles of environmental justice; and preserves our core environmental laws.

This system is composed of our most commonsense and affordable solutions that can be deployed in an efficient and just manner: energy conservation, distributed and resilient renewable energy and storage, and responsibly-sited utility-scale renewables, all paired with robust community engagement and opportunities for real energy democracy.

However, both Congress and the Biden administration are failing to exercise their imaginations to embed justice in a renewable energy future.

After the passage of the Inflation Reduction Act, both Democratic and Republican Congress members have proposed numerous “permitting reform” proposals, but the majority continue to argue that achieving a fast transition to renewable energy necessarily means undermining bedrock environmental laws like the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

This false logic must be interrogated. While these proposals might marginally improve the deployment of utility-scale renewable energy particularly on pristine lands, our energy needs can and must also be met with renewable energy on built surfaces that is more resilient, affordable, and respectful toward communities and wildlands.

Furthermore, any such purported gains of “permitting reform” proposals would be massively dwarfed by the emissions of fossil fuel projects that would also be expedited and result in deepening substantial environmental injustices for countless communities around the nation.

Over 750 organizations have opposed Senator Joe Manchin’s dirty deal legislation that would rollback NEPA and accelerate fossil fuels in the name of “permitting reform” (2).

This policy document outlines: 1) how Congress can build out a just, renewable energy system that prioritizes energy conservation, distributed and responsibly-sited energy, and robust community engagement; 2) how Congress can tackle major barriers to this just energy future, including transmission bottlenecks and utility obstruction; and 3) how Congress can compel the Biden administration to actualize this just energy system without new legislation. It is possible to embed justice into our renewable energy future, instead of entrenching the unjust and extractive practices of our current dirty, racist, unreliable, and grossly-profiteering energy system.

Most of Congress’ “permitting reform” proposals assume that utility-scale renewable energy that relies on large-scale transmission build-out on public lands, regardless of responsible siting and community and environmental impact, is the silver bullet to decarbonization—an assumption that should be intellectually interrogated instead of being willfully accepted.

In pushing for permitting reform that seeks to enable large-scale transmission construction, Congress mistakenly overlooks first maximizing our most commonsense and affordable solutions: energy conservation technologies, distributed energy resources (DERs), and larger-scale renewables on parking lots, canals, rights-of-way, and degraded lands that have ready access to existing transmission lines and don’t harm communities or wildlife.

Academic studies show that these sources can generate enough electricity to fulfill our energy needs many times over. Specifically, building solar smartly on residential and commercial building rooftops, as well as on top of parking lots and existing canals, can generate enough electricity to have met our 2022 electricity demands (See Chart 1).

Further, studies show that prioritizing solar generation on built environments, along rights-of-way, and on degraded lands can generate energy potential that meets our current energy needs several times over (See Table 1). Smarter planning prioritizes more just, affordable and resilient solutions that benefit communities and avoid environmental damage.

Components of the just, renewable energy system include:

A. First, maximize energy efficiency and energy conservation—and reject unnecessary energy-intensive industries like crypto-mining and militarization. The most commonsense and cheapest route to decarbonization is conserving our energy use in the first place. Academics estimate that deployment of energy efficiency and conservation technologies could reduce annual electricity use by 26% in 2030 (3). Energy efficiency technologies include weatherization like insulation, basic electrification like heat pumps and electric or induction stoves, and demand response technologies like smart equipment, sensors, and controls.

At the same time, wasteful energy-guzzlers like crypto-mining should be restricted and regulated. Bitcoin crypto-asset mining facilities use up to 1.4% of domestic electricity—the same as the electricity needed to light every home in the country and produce as much GHG emissions as seven million gas-powered cars (4). The U.S. military is one of the world’s largest energy consumers, emitting more carbon pollution than some industrialized countries (5).
The annual ballooning of the U.S. defense budget is incompatible with a future free from the fossil-fueled climate crisis. Demilitarization is a key pathway for decarbonization and stopping violence against the same communities impacted by fossil pollution and climate disaster.

**What Congress Can Do:**

*In addition to directing IRA funds toward just energy solutions, expand funding for implementation of energy efficiency technologies, prioritizing disadvantaged communities.* Congress should vastly expand funding to the woefully underfunded Weatherization Assistance Program and technical implementation programs, potentially run by DOE, that can implement these technologies. Existing bills that can forward these efforts include: American Energy Efficiency Act of 2019 (S. 2288 g8); Reauthorizing the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program (H.R. 2088); Moving Forward Act (H.R. 2, Sections 33131, 33203, 33231, and 33241); Heating and Cooling Relief Act (H.R. 893); and, Weatherization Assistance Program Improvements Act (S.3769).

*Regulate and restrict Bitcoin and other energy-guzzlers.* No legislation currently exists that requires regulation of energy-intensive crypto-mining. A starting point is the Crypto-Asset Environmental Transparency Act (S.5210), which requires the EPA to conduct a comprehensive study of U.S. crypto-mining activity.

*Demilitarize.* Congress should cut national defense spending by 50%, which currently sits at $816.7 billion for FY2023; Biden has requested an increased $842 billion budget for FY2024. This figure is larger than the military spending of the next 9 countries combined (6). Instead, this funding should be redirected to fighting the climate crisis and environmental injustice.

B. Second, maximize distributed energy resources like rooftop and community solar, storage, and microgrids that increase health and environmental benefits and avoid large-scale transmission harms.

DERs include distributed solar, battery storage, and microgrids that can be placed on roofs of residential, commercial and public buildings, and warehouses; roofs on parking lots; and other developed areas that are near the source of consumption and can be fully incorporated with electrified vehicles as additional storage. Academics have found that the technical potential of solar on residential, commercial and public buildings, parking lots and other developed areas that are near the source of energy consumption have the potential to fulfill the current demands for electricity in this country, which is subject to further change with increased energy conservation in the future (7).

DERs present a tremendous opportunity to rebuild a new energy system that is just, affordable, and renewable for all communities. In comparison to large-scale transmission systems, DERs are proven to offer co-benefits that elude their utility-scale counterparts: greater affordability; greater resilience in extreme weather events, power outages and disasters; local economic benefits of jobs; avoided wildlife impacts with larger scale clean energy projects and transmission; avoided waste of power lost in line transmission, as 5-20% of such energy is lost just in the transmission alone; and public health benefits when quickly displacing fossil fuel generation and pollution (8). Critically, DERs also localize these benefits and pair well with energy democracy ownership models that empower communities to shape how energy infrastructure can best serve their needs.

The utility industry often poses obstacles to the deployment of energy-efficiency measures and DERs because these undermine their profits (9).
What Congress Can Do:

**Build distributed energy resources on all private and public rooftops and parking lots, prioritizing service to disadvantaged communities.** Every rooftop in America should be covered in solar PVs, where applicable. Congress should prioritize deployment of solar power systems on the roofs of every single residential, commercial, and industrial building, where appropriate, by setting new national building codes, establishing funding mechanisms, and financial and tax incentive programs. For example, the Low Income Solar Energy Act (H.R. 4291) expands Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), creates a financing program at DOE for low-income families, provides homeowner interest free loans, allows public housing authorities to enter into third party agreements with solar companies, updates HUD rules on utility allowance to ensure solar savings don’t increase rent, and requires DOE to create a solar workforce program.

**Solarize roofs over all parking lots,** a massively overlooked potential for solar power that could generate nearly half of the federal government’s 2035 solar goal of 1,000 MW (10). California has already introduced a law that would create incentives for companies to build “solar canopies” (11), following France’s landmark law that would require the owners of large parking lots to install solar panels. Congress can follow suit.

**Give financing avenues for non-federal public entities to also go solar,** including schools, public housing, and other key community buildings. Existing bills that can forward these efforts include: Energy Resilient Communities Act (H.R. 891); Green New Deal for Public Schools Act of 2021 (H.R. 4442); Green New Deal for Public Housing Act (H.R. 2664); to provide direct funding to local, Tribal, and territorial governments to establish Green New Deal programs and initiatives, and for other purposes (H.R. 2644).

**Mandate that FEMA must build back communities with resilient, reliable DERs** instead of the fossil system with post-relief and pre-disaster relief funds (12).

C. Third, fulfill remaining energy demand with responsibly-sited large-scale renewable energy and transmission that has gone through robust environmental review and early community engagement.

For remaining energy needs that require bringing large-scale renewable energy projects online, Congress should effectively master plan the placement of new renewable generation, maximize the existing transmission system, and plan only necessary new transmission. This planning and execution must engage potentially impacted communities, Tribal governments, and other local governments with early and robust engagement and ramp up agency review capacity to ensure meaningful and timely review. Any new renewable energy projects and any necessary new transmission should be built smartly on degraded lands and surfaces first.

### What Congress Can Do:

**Pass the A. Donald McEachin Environmental Justice for All Act.** This Act restructures current permitting processes so that cumulative impacts are considered properly and consistently as new infrastructure develops in environmental justice communities. The bill also directs federal agencies to seek Tribal government input in the NEPA process, and to ensure that Indian Tribes are invited to hold the status of a cooperating agency for proposed actions that might impact their reservation lands and sacred sites. Further, the bill codifies 2016 EPA guidance on consultation and coordination with Indian Tribes and 1997 Council on Environmental Quality guidance on environmental justice under NEPA. Taking a page from the process used to create the bill, the
legislation would ensure that environmental justice communities most impacted by infrastructure projects have influence over the permitting process.

Create a master energy planning agency that can craft and execute a master energy plan that drives forward renewable and just energy systems and addresses major barriers to inefficient energy systems. See below for more details.

Maximize responsible siting of large-scale renewable energy infrastructure on canals, degraded lands, and non-residential highway corridors. A recent study concluded that if every canal in California was covered by solar panels, that would generate approximately 13 gigawatts of energy annually (13)—enough to power nearly 10 million homes—while simultaneously reducing water loss by 63 billion gallons of water per year due to evaporation, and reduce aquatic weed growth, reducing the need for pesticides. The canals covered by solar panels would also reduce the use of diesel-powered irrigation pumps, which would improve the local air quality. If such an effort were to target the nearly 8,000 miles of canals across the western United States managed by the Bureau of Reclamation, this could generate more electricity than called for in President Biden’s Executive Order 14008 of deploying 25 gigawatts of onshore renewable energy, and all of this could be accomplished without destroying a single acre of habitat on public lands.

Additional renewable energy and needed transmission should be built on degraded lands or lands with existing rights-of-way, such as highway or railway corridors but with no communities implicated (14), because they would not require significant new review processes and could onboard projects more quickly. Congress should amend existing laws as necessary to allow co-siting of transmission projects with existing federal highway and railway corridors and amend the Federal Power to incentivize transmission development on existing rights of way and degraded lands.

D. Fourth, halt dangerous distractions that perpetuate fossil fuels and pollution from coming online and also ensure responsible mineral recovery, reuse, and recycling and minimized critical mineral extraction.

Dangerous distractions—including carbon capture and sequestration, direct air capture, enhanced oil recovery, dirty hydrogen, so-called “advanced” or “chemical recycling” processes for plastics, and other technologies that perpetuate fossil fuels—and biomass and factory farm biogas, must be banned from coming online. Renewable energy is now cheaper than fossil fuels, and public funds should not be used to prop up oil and gas companies’ efforts to extend the demand for fossil fuels and existing infrastructure for as long as possible. Environmental justice and frontline communities should not be subject to dangerous and unproven projects that increase local pollution and harm human health. There is no technology that can make continued use of fossil fuels safe for communities or the planet. Rather than wasting public resources on expensive, ineffective, and unsafe distractions, the fastest, most certain way to avert the looming climate emergency is to phase out oil and gas.

Congress must ensure that the buildout of a renewable energy future does not itself cause serious environmental injustice and harm through a massive increase in mining and other extractive activities. It must plan for a circular economy and responsible extraction of renewable energy minerals that uphold human and Indigenous rights, avoids ecological and social negative impacts on freshwater and groundwater, land, air, ecosystems and imperiled species, excludes seabed mining, and prioritizes recycling and extending the life of materials used in renewable and energy efficiency technologies. Recent research has demonstrated that the volume of mining for energy transition minerals is not a given. Investing in mass transit, limiting battery size,
increasing city density and limiting suburban sprawl, and instituting robust recycling could reduce 2050 US demand for lithium by 92 percent from the most lithium intensive scenarios (15). The U.S. must take a whole-of-supply chain approach to decarbonizing the transportation system that uses manufacturing, land use, and transportation policy as mechanisms for minimizing the amount of mining needed and developing a more equitable society.

Congress should democratically plan and coordinate energy transition mineral supply chains in ways that limit harm and share the benefits of the transition in the U.S. and abroad by embedding climate, labor, Indigenous, and transit justice at each step of the supply chain. To ensure a race-to-the-top in manufacturing around the world, and prevent environmental impacts from being borne by the Global South, Congress should also reform the Export-Import Bank and other federal agencies engaged internationally to help transition their economies to recycling rather than extraction, and prevent other nations from committing human rights violations or exploiting weaker or non-existent environmental protections for critical minerals.

What Congress Can Do:

Stop allocating all federal funding—including 45Q and 45V tax credits, subsidies and grants—that support CCS, CCUS, EOR, DAC, dirty hydrogen, plastic-to-fuel, biomass and factory farm biogas and other dangerous distractions. Congress should tighten its definition of clean energy to exclude greenwashed technologies that perpetuate the use of fossil fuels and other forms of pollution.

Amend the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, which provides EPA the authority to regulate all solid and hazardous waste, to give the agency the mandate to ensure 100% recycling of all minerals needed for the wide-scale deployment of renewable energy without furthering environmental harms.

Establish a leasing system for hardrock mining, like what’s in place for oil, gas, and coal, and pass laws that jump start the circular economy to reduce the need for more mining. A leasing system with meaningful Tribal consultation would allow for comprehensive planning, competitive bidding, and could help reduce conflict, steering mining away from areas where it is incompatible with other uses and values. Congress should pass laws that incentivize collection and ensure robust recycling systems are established to reduce the need for new or expanded mines and virgin materials.


There is no question that the country’s energy system is inefficient, broken, and inflexible in bringing new clean energy sources online. Barriers to interconnecting renewable energy projects onto the grid are numerous and require different solutions (16), and major barriers are discussed below. As a threshold matter though, undergoing major NEPA reform for the purpose of building out more transmission lines is not the purported silver bullet to clean energy project deployment and instead carries vastly negative costs that undermine environmental justice and support more fossil fuel project deployment.
Major barriers to large-scale clean energy project deployment include:

A. Lack of a Federal Master Energy Planner to Lead the Country’s Transformation to a Just and Renewable Energy System—and Address Ineffective Transmission Planning, Grid Congestion

Rapid decarbonization in a just manner demands deliberate planning to make sure we are deploying the right technologies and machinery in the right places. Under the current system, there are no central nodes of planning to get things right from the start. Instead, we have a balkanized system involving not only the Department of Energy and FERC, but also central roles played by private, for-profit companies and the regional transmission organizations many of them effectively control. The result is that across the country we have inefficiencies in the application process (17), increased grid congestion and reliability concerns, and minimal regulatory oversight and accountability. Less than a quarter of solar and wind projects are making it through the interconnection queue (18).

Grid congestion is a key concern, with new projects coming in and trying to connect to a system that can no longer accommodate new load. In the Pacific Northwest, the Bonneville Power Authority’s transmission lines are overcapacitated to the point that the utility offered limited “long term firm transmission rights” to 10% of renewable energy projects requesting to connect to the grid. Some of the remaining projects were offered “conditional firm service” with the caveat that they would be at higher risk of curtailment.

A master energy planning body is desperately needed but does not exist. This body can help regulators and project developers understand where the interconnection bottlenecks exist and help developers scope out where new projects can be built and how best to minimize risks to the grid, ecosystems, and communities (19).

As FERC has suggested, Independent Transmission Monitors could be deployed to fill this key planning gap across the grid, helping to determine where and when new transmission is appropriate, and ensuring that we first exhaust all non-wires alternatives before building new transmission lines (20). Similarly, if done properly, DOE’s Transmission Needs Study can help to identify the optimal areas for new transmission, taking into account both whether energy needs can be met with alternatives—including both non-wires alternatives and improvements in existing transmission systems—as well as how to minimize the adverse impacts of any new transmission, as required in the IIJA (21).

This new approach to project planning would also help grid operators plan transmission upgrades that are broadly beneficial and help to avoid saddling project developers with the costs of grid upgrades—a financial burden that has often stopped projects in their tracks (22).

What Congress Can Do:

Create an energy planning agency that can craft and execute a master energy plan that drives forward renewable and just energy systems and addresses major barriers to deployment. This could come in the form of a newly created federal agency, as these duties are currently disaggregated among FERC, DOE, and other agencies. This new body should be governed by a board made up of environmental justice leaders, energy planners, and other experts who can lay out a blueprint that advances this just energy future and not be captured by corporate interests. This could also be paired with creating regional independent transmission monitors to oversee transmission planning and instruct that they exhaust all non-transmission alternatives before recommending new transmission projects.
Legislate the integration of the national grid by connecting the Texas electric grid and bringing it under federal jurisdiction. Currently, our “grid” is composed of three largely separate grids: (a) the Western Interconnection, connecting Western Canada south to Baja California in Mexico, and reaching eastward over the Rockies to the Great Plains; (b) the Eastern Interconnection, connecting Central Canada eastward to the Atlantic coast (excluding Québec), south to Florida and west to the foot of the Rocky Mountains (excluding most of Texas); and (c) the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT). In 2020, DOE released the Interconnection Seams Study, demonstrating that significant new renewable energy capacity could be achieved through these existing grids if they were interconnected (23). More recently, in February 2023, DOE released its draft National Transmission Needs Study, which similarly shows that the most economical way to expand transmission capacity is to connect ERCOT to the Western and Eastern Interconnections (24). However, ERCOT is not within FERC’s authority under the existing Federal Power Act.

Pass existing bills that can forward these efforts: Inter-regional Transmission Planning Improvement (H.R. 2678/S. 1015); CHARGE Act (S. 3879); see generally SEEC’s Permitting Reform for the Clean Energy Future (25).

B. Failure of Federal, State, and Local Agency to Engage Communities Early-On in Permitting Review Process

Rather than NEPA and other federal environmental reviews, a real obstacle to bringing large-scale renewables and additional transmission to the grid has been state and local opposition. A recent MIT study analyzed a range of sources of opposition to renewable energy projects and found that local opposition is multi-faceted, yet the most significant sources of concern relate to land use (62% of cases) and environmental impact (60% of cases) (26).

The solution to this obstacle is not curbing community engagement but expanding it. Early and meaningful stakeholder engagement can address legitimate siting and related concerns and pave the way for community acceptance of these projects (27). This approach is also more likely to lead to projects on degraded lands or existing right-of-way, such as highways, which may have great community acceptance.

Federal and state regulators also frequently neglect the legally recognized sovereignty of Tribal Nations. This is a cornerstone of Federal Indian Law and ensures Tribal jurisdictional authority within the reservation and extends to off reservation Treaty reserved customary rights. Therefore, to ensure renewable energy development proceeds in an equitable and just way, permitting authorities must engage in a process of meaningful consultation with Tribal Nations. This means the dialogue needs to start at the inception of the project. Meaningful consultation must be approached as an ongoing process through every step of development and review. To be truly meaningful consultation it must also include—in addition to engagement of Tribal governments—engagement of Tribal community members, elders, historians, and cultural and spiritual practitioners. When a Tribal Nation and/or those that have an inherent relationship with the Tribal lands, waters and air objects to a project affecting their lands, health, cultures, spiritualities, and/or well-being, they should have the right to reject any permits. There also needs to be a mechanism to enforce meaningful consultation with judicial review.

What Congress Can Do:

Pass the A. Donald McEachin Environmental Justice for All Act. See above.

Bolster funding for all federal, regional, state, and local agencies undertaking environmental review.

C. Utilities’ Obstruction of Interconnecting Small and Large Clean Energy Projects

Interconnection is a crucial, yet often overlooked, issue for enabling timely deployment of clean energy projects. Monopoly utilities have consistently delayed interconnecting competing generation sources—including both small rooftop solar to large-scale renewables—to the transmission grid they own (28). Research from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory suggests large-scale renewable projects now spend about 3.7 years in interconnection queues in some grid operators in the country (29).

Vertically-integrated utilities—which exist in approximately two-thirds of states—make money based off infrastructure they build and own, including fossil projects and transmission lines. They are incentivized to obstruct interconnection of third-party clean energy projects that they do not own, thereby hindering new generation competition while gaining a competitive advantage for their own generation sources (30). The absence of new generation, in turn, effectively props up incumbent resources, in particular fossil fuel resources, to the detriment of hundreds of gigawatts of new wind, solar and storage waiting in interconnection queues.

What Congress Can Do:

Make unlawful utilities’ obstructive practices that delay or deny interconnection of renewable energy. Congress can legislate blanket laws that make unlawful utilities’ interconnection delays to clean energy. Congress can also impose stronger antitrust enforcement against utilities obstructing both small-scale and large-scale solar and amend antitrust law to eliminate state action immunity defenses available to utilities undergoing anti-competitive behavior (31).

Eliminate right of first refusal laws. Congress should eliminate Rights of First Refusal (ROFR) laws to level the playing field between utilities who own the transmission and grid system and third-party transmission developers who want to enter the system. In many states, ROFR laws allow utilities to build local projects without facing competition (32), increasing their profitability. This is a major reason these companies are much more focused on these local transmission projects than interstate transmission (33).

Prevent utilities from using ratepayer funds to finance political influence activities and impose penalties for violations. Congress should stop utilities from directing ratepayer funds to finance political influence activities that are anti-environment, pro-fossil fuel, and ultimately hurt ratepayer communities. Both Colorado and Connecticut legislators have introduced such utility accountability bills.

3. The Biden Administration Already Has Vast Authorities to Advance This Just Energy System, and Congress Should Compel It to Act

Many of the policy reforms outlined above are indeed actions the Biden administration can take—without new legislation. Congress should use instruments available to it—including oversight hearings, comments, and letters—to compel the Biden administration to deliver a just and renewable energy system through the following mechanisms:
(1) Compel President Biden to declare a climate emergency, phase out the fossil fuel era, and phase in a just and renewable energy system.

Central to the positive and just energy system is ensuring that both renewable energy displaces existing fossil fuels domestically and fossil fuel production and exports are phased out to halt pollution and climate disasters disproportionately experienced by Black, Brown, Indigenous, and other communities of color, as well as low-wealth communities and their international counterparts. Under both emergency and ordinary executive authorities, President Biden and his agencies can halt new fossil fuel production approvals, phase out fossil fuel production on public lands and waters, halt crude oil and dirty gas exports, and stop fossil fuel finance going abroad (34). President Biden can also catalyze more funding toward clean and just energy systems using his emergency authority, including declaring a climate emergency under the Stafford Act to direct FEMA funding toward clean energy deployment and leveraging the Defense Production Act to manufacture in economically-devastated communities and deploy just energy systems in impacted communities first.

(2) Ensure the Inflation Reduction Act funds are directed toward building out this renewable, just and resilient energy system and prohibit investment in carbon capture and other climate scams that perpetuate the fossil fuel industry.

Congress should compel the EPA, DOE, and all other IRA-implementing agencies to maximally fund and finance distributed energy resources, energy efficiency, microgrids, and storage with prioritized deployment in and engagement with environmental justice communities. At the same time, Congress should compel these agencies to halt financing that favors carbon capture and other climate scams.

(3) Compel the Biden administration's enforcement agencies to hold utilities and other actors accountable for any obstruction to advancing this just and resilient clean energy future.

Congress should compel the Federal Trade Commission and Department of Justice to hold utilities accountable for obstructing deployment of renewable, distributed energy technologies by bringing antitrust and consumer protection enforcement actions. The Federal Trade Commission should also conduct an utility industry-wide investigation to expose political corruption and obstruction of clean energy and recommend a re-structured utility model that works to advance the just, renewable energy system (35).

(4) Mandate the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the Department of Housing and Urban Development disperse mitigation and disaster relief funding for renewable energy systems, not status quo fossil fuel systems whenever possible.

Intensifying climate disasters are leaving communities—particularly people of color and low-wealth—without safe and reliable power. Biden can directly change FEMA regulations or declare a climate emergency under the Stafford Act that mandates that disaster and mitigation funding be used to boost distributed and renewable energy systems, like rooftop solar, microgrids, and battery storage. They should not be used to build back fossil fuel status quo.
Table 1. Generation Potential for Socially and Ecologically Responsible Solar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Type</th>
<th>Project Type</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Sample Generation Potential Estimates (-% of electricity sold in 2022)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built Environment</td>
<td>Small Scale (&lt; 5,000 ft²) Rooftop Solar</td>
<td>LCL</td>
<td>926 TWh/yr (24%) [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium Scale (5,000-25,000 ft²) Rooftop Solar</td>
<td>LCL</td>
<td>201 TWh/yr (5%) [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large Scale Rooftop Solar (&gt;25,000 ft²) Solar</td>
<td>UTCOM</td>
<td>305 TW/yr (8%) [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solar on parking lots</td>
<td>LCL/UTC</td>
<td>3,697 TWh/yr (38%) [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canals</td>
<td>LCL</td>
<td>114 TWh/yr in Californian canals alone (3%) [40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solar on right-of-ways e.g., along roads, railways,</td>
<td>UTCOM</td>
<td>4,610 TWh/yr (118%) [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>existing transmission infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Built Environment</td>
<td>(sum of sample estimates)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,646 TWh/yr (196%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degraded Lands</td>
<td>Toxic suprfund sites, brownfields</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>3870 TWh/yr (99%) [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landfills</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>540 TWh/yr (14%) [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abandoned mine land (UT)</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>940 TWh/yr (24%) [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contaminated agricultural lands (UT)</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>2,390 TWh/yr (61%) [45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abandoned agricultural lands (UT)</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>562,200 TWh/yr (144%) [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Degraded Lands</td>
<td>(sum of sample estimates)</td>
<td></td>
<td>639,600 TWh/yr (16,362%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Located with Other</td>
<td>Floatovoltaics (floating solar panels on man-made</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>786 TWh/yr (20%) [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industries</td>
<td>reservoirs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agrivoltaics (solar on agricultural land)</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>17,348 TWh/yr (in California Central Valley alone (-444%) [48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Co-Located (sum of</td>
<td>(sum of sample estimates)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample estimates)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18,134 TWh/yr (464%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>Built Environment, Degraded Lands, Co-located</td>
<td></td>
<td>667,587 TWh/yr (-17,078%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>located with other industries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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